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Oregon Robotics Teams Shine at FIRST World Championships 
Portland, OR, April 26, 2018: The Oregon Robotics Tournament & Outreach Program (ORTOP) is pleased 
to announce that Oregon teams did very well at the FIRST ® World Championships held over the 
weekend in Houston TX.  The event was held from April 18-21 at the Houston Convention Center, with 
final matches played in Minute Maid Park, home of the Houston Astros, in front of 35,000 people and a 
million viewers via live stream. In all, 27 teams from Oregon and SW Washington competed at the FIRST 
World Championship in Houston. More information and a full list of awards can be found at 
www.firstchampionship.org/houston-home 
 
FIRST Tech Challenge (FTC) team #7750 Mechanical Maniacs of Sutherlin, Oregon was a member of the 
three-team Event Winning Alliance. The team is affiliated with the Oregon State University Extension 
Service 4-H in Douglas County and is a member of ORTOP’s Southern Oregon Area Robotics League 
(SOAR) . Team members Josiah Van Hattem, Kohlton Kuczler and Isaac Salchenberg won the final match 
along with the alliance partner teams from Montana and Washington. It was a stellar conclusion for the 
Maniacs who had remained the only undefeated team after qualification rounds. Going into the playoff 
round the Maniacs expected to do well, but they and their partner from Montana encountered 
mechanical difficulties in the Division Playoffs. Overcoming the adversity, they found a way to win the 
tiebreaker and advance to the final matches and add their names to history as FIRST Tech Challenge 
World Champions. 
 
In the FIRST Robotics Competition spotlight, #4488 Shockwave from Glencoe High School, Hillsboro 
made their own history as the first Oregon team to play on the Einstein Field as an Winning Alliance 
Captain. Shockwave was strong throughout the qualification matches and advanced as the #4 Alliance 
Captain for the Galileo Division playoff rounds. In stunning fashion, the team upset the higher ranked 
alliances to win the Galileo Division. The team was defeated in the next round of playoff competition on 
the Einstein Field, falling short of playing in the final matches at Minute Maid Park.  
 
“We are tremendously proud of all the teams that competed this year, and watching Oregon teams 
compete on the world stage is especially exciting” said David Perry, Executive Director of ORTOP. “The 
achievement of the Mechanical Maniacs to win against the world best teams is incredible, and is second 
only to the lasting impact they have had in their community. Many students in Southern Oregon can 
trace their participation in FIRST back to an interaction with a member of the Mechanical Maniacs. They 
are a great example of what FIRST is all about.” 
 
ORTOP offers the FIRST Tech Challenge (FTC) program to inspire students in grades 7 through 12 to 
begin exploring technical careers, and Oregon boasts one of the largest FIRST Tech Challenge programs 
in the nation with 200 teams. Each team is comprised of up to fifteen students who start the season in 
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the fall by designing and programming a unique robot using a standard kit plus other parts that they 
purchase or create. The 2017-2018 game, Relic Recovery, is played by two alliances of two robots each. 
Robots score points by arranging cubes into specific pattern called ‘Ciphers’ and placing ‘Relics’ outside 
the field and balancing on platforms during the last 30-seconds of a match. 
 
ORTOP offers the FIRST Robotics Competition (FRC) program to help students in grades 9 through 12 
begin exploring technical careers. Under strict rules, limited resources, and an intense six-week time 
limit, teams of students are challenged to raise funds, design a team brand, hone teamwork skills, and 
build and program industrial-size robots to play a difficult field game against like-minded competitors. 
The 2018 game, PowerUp, is played by two alliances of three robots each on a 27’ x 54’ 4” field. Robots 
score points by placing ‘Power Cubes’ onto large balancing scales to tip them in their alliances favor, and 
by climbing the tallest scale during the last 30-seconds of a match to face the ‘Boss’. 
 
For more information on the FTC program go to www.ortop.org/ftc.  For contact information for the 
winning teams please contact Cathy Swider, FTC Program Manager, Desk: (503) 486-7622 x102, 
Cathy-Swider@ortop.org. 
 
For more information on the FRC program go to www.oregonFIRST.org.  For contact information for the 
winning teams please contact Debbie Kerr, FRC Program Manager, Desk: (503) 486-7622 x105, 
Debbie-Kerr@ortop.org. 
 
For a complete list of teams, awards and contact information:  www.ortop.org/world-champs/ 
For downloadable photos and videos visit:  www.yogile.com/houston2018 
 
About FIRST 
FIRST (For Inspiration and Recognition of Science and Technology) was founded in 1989 to inspire young 
people's interest and participation in science and technology. Based in Manchester, NH, the 501(c)(3) 
not-for-profit public charity designs accessible, innovative programs that motivate young people to 
pursue education and career opportunities in science, technology, engineering, and math, while building 
self-confidence, knowledge, and life skills. FIRST provides a progression of four programs internationally: 
FIRST  Robotics Competition for Grades 9-12 (ages 14 to 18); FIRST Tech Challenge for Grades 7-12 (ages 
12 to 18); FIRST LEGO® League for Grades 4-8 (ages 9 to 16; ages vary by country); and FIRST  LEGO 
League Jr. for Grades K-4 (ages 6 to 10). More information available at firstnspires.org. 
 
About ORTOP 
Oregon Robotics Tournament & Outreach Program is a 501(c)3 tax-exempt nonprofit corporation. Its 
mission is to open doors to the worlds of science, technology, engineering and mathematics for 
Oregon's youth by providing educational opportunities featuring robotics with special emphasis on 
maximizing the diversity of those participating. ORTOP is the Oregon Affiliate Partner for FIRST. Nearly 
6,500 students in grades K-12 competed on 837 FIRST teams in Oregon last year. 
 
ORTOP thanks its generous sponsors for these programs, including Rockwell Collins, Autodesk, Garmin, 
Google, Qorvo, Mentor Graphics, Lam Research, FIRST Tech Federal Credit Union, Tripwire, FLIR, 
S.O.A.R., BPA, Puppet Labs, Microchip, Hyster Yale, as well as all its supporting sponsors and its many 
hard-working volunteers.   
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